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NEXT MEETING
7:30pm 11 JUNE
Richmond Yacht Club
NICK OLSON
From
PredictWind.com

Come along and learn about the latest developments
with PredictWind nd their hopes for the future.
•
Posi/on reports
•
Direct Downloads now on all devices/pla2orms
•
Improved topo maps
•
GRIB management
•
Your ques/ons answered
LAST MEETING
Our AGM went well, with the old guard commi8ee being voted in again and member Nathan Richardson also being nominated and voted onto commi8ee for some fresh thinking.
Prior to the AGM proceedings our guest speaker Philip Van der Mespel of Algies Bay gave an
account of his adventures sailing around Vanuatu,. As he was sailing solo in a storm back to
NZ last November, not far from Norfolk Island,
his vessel WAIMANU was dismasted and sank
in 20 minutes. Phil ‘s prepara/ons for such an
event and especially his calm a?tude at the
/me got him through . His account inspired us
all . Here he is with his wife Jenny.

An ALAN WRIGHT designed Nova 28 Sloop is looking for a sailor.
John Macdonald (jnr) of New Plymouth has wri8en the following to CANANZ:

Former investigative reporter John Macdonald (snr)
shown here when working on Erebus story. (photo: Jim
Tucker )
“My father, John Macdonald, had a long career in journalism. He became great friends with solo around-the-world
sailor Sir Alec Rose when Sir Alec stopped in Melbourne
which spurred his interest in sailing. Sir Alec le! a signed
copy of My Lively Lady to my father. When my father returned to Auckland to work with Auckland Star, he started
working on an ALAN WRIGHT designed Nova 28 when working with the Auckland Star.

John Macdonald's brother, Andy,
looks inside the unfinished hull.
ANDY JACKSON/STUFF

John Macdonald (snr) died aged 86 last December in New Plymouth, leaving the
kauri laminated and fibreglass hull on supports beside his house in Huatoki St.
His son, John Macdonald (jnr) said the boat is now being offered for sale to anyone
who wants to put it on the water.
"It's not worth a lot as it is, there's an aluminium mast, and the hull which needs to be
fitted out, and it will cost money to transport it. I and the rest of my family are not looking to make money oﬀ the boat. only to see it passed on to someone with the passion to
ﬁnish it. We don't have the /me or the exper/se to complete it ourselves. I look forward to hearing your thoughts.
For more on this story read the Taranaki Daily News ar/cle at
h8ps://www.stuﬀ.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/news/102087355/former-acclaimedjournalist-unable-to-complete-ﬁnal-story-of-his-life
If you know anyone who may be interested, you may contact John Macdonald at this
Facebook page : h8ps://www.facebook.com/MacdonaldNova28/

Update from Jim and Karin Lott on Victoria
May 2018

The hanging gardens
After a couple of months catching up with friends, family and our grandsons in New Zealand, it
was back to Antigua in the West Indies where Victoria sat moored at a private dock in a sheltered haven called Jolly Harbour. We soon learned that there had been no hurricanes since we
left, but plenty of unseasonal gales had plagued sailors trying to enjoy the yachting season. Of
the 80 yachts that came to compete in the annual 600 mile race in a circuit round the islands in
stages, over half were forced to withdraw with damage.
It took us a few days to catch up with the change in time zones while we made sure all systems
were repaired and working before we hauled out to tackle the bottom. The expensive antifoul
paint we applied in Greece was disappointing and needed to be scrubbed from time to time after
6 months, so we expected some growth on the bottom. Just as well we left plenty of time for the 500 metre voyage to the travelift, because we could barely
make a knot even with a following breeze helping the
engine. As Victoria rose, the reason became clear. In
the two months we had been away, growth had
reached half a metre in some places with all manner
of barnacles and weeds forming a massive hanging
garden. We usually have just a light coating of slime
after 12 months. This growth after 9 months was an
indictment of the bureaucrats in Europe who have restricted the use of copper in antifouling paint.
Hanging Gardens , Jolly Harbour
The hurricanes last September missed Antigua by a
scant 50 miles. With the ever-growing number of
charter yachts and private vessels stored over the hurricane season, boatyards are very aware
of the potential for damage. Securing yachts is a huge
challenge in winds over 150 knots. Cradles and supports with tie-rods welded and concrete anchor points
set into the ground are not always enough and many
yards are now building concrete trenches to store keel
yachts more securely lower to the ground.
Keel Pits Antigua boatyard
A hundred miles from Antigua, the Virgin Islands have
a well-deserved reputation as a splendid cruising
ground but we had only a taste of it in 2013 and we
were keen to spend time there. There are many sheltered coves amongst the many islands with
lovely beaches and white sand. Numerous resorts attract wealthy tourists and dozens of large
and well equipped marinas are home to a huge fleet of charter yachts, mostly catamarans about
15 metres long.

Caribbean Beaches
Last year hurricanes Irma and Maria caused severe
damage in some of the Caribbean Islands, but
nothing had prepared us for the devastation we
found in the British Virgin Islands.
While the locals are trying valiantly to get back to
some level of normality, they seem to be still in
shock. Several marinas no longer exist at all; others
have managed to get going again and are running
at about 25% capacity. Pontoons lie submerged,
often tangled with wrecked and sunken boats;
some pontoons are wedged beneath inverted catamarans.
Damaged Marina Building
Yacht masts stick up in marina channels and fairways and inverted or half sunken vessels were apparent wherever we went. In some of the marinas
less affected, rows of heavily damaged charter
yachts are lined up in their berths with large holes
in the hull or with bows and quarters torn open and
gunwales shredded. Quite a few moorings have yachts
that are afloat but are straddled by crumpled masts
and tangled rigging brought down by the wind.
Road Harbour Marina
On the beaches and shorelines there are countless
wrecks. What looked like a couple of boats would turn
out to be a dozen after a closer look. In other places
broken yachts and launches lie forlornly in rows having
been extracted from deep in the mud and mangroves.
Fast Ferry, Road Harbour
We were told that many of the wrecks are uninsured and
owned by people living in other countries who have not
returned. Some cleaning up is being done where boats
have carried insurance and there are plans underway to
repair some or to remove and recycle the wrecks. Apparently there is a method of grinding down fiberglass and
incorporating it into concrete structures. We saw dozens
of buckled masts stripped of rigging and
piled up awaiting transportation.
Beach British Virgin Islands
On shore, things are returning to normal, except that it seemed that hundreds of houses are uninhabitable.
While missing roofs are commonplace,
we also saw steel-framed buildings ly-

ing buckled and twisted. The hillsides are dotted with roofs and sheets of iron and pieces of
boats. Customs and other government agencies in some places are working from makeshift
shelters or tents. Power wires lie along the road and many buildings are derelict. Other places
seem totally normal with supermarkets, bakeries and marine shops carrying on as usual. A majority of cars still have windows shattered by gravel and stones travelling at 150 knots, the speed
of the wind. The wind was easily able to lift large catamarans out of the water and flip them over.
We heard of a report of a charter catamaran being blown up the hillside fifty metres above sealevel.
We asked what was needed to help and aside from the usual comments about politicians not
making things happen, the one thing everyone said was “PLEASE COME AND VISIT AND
SPEND MONEY”. Whether it was the resorts struggling to rebuild, cafes serving coffee and
lunch, shops selling goods or beach bars satisfying thirsty patrons, they really want customers
so they can keep going. We estimated that boating was down to about a half of what it had pre
viously been.

Seven more damaged boats
Many of the people rely on agriculture for their income. Crops were destroyed, animals lost and
fences blown down; output from farms was down to just 20% so fresh food prices have soared.
We caught up with sailing friends last seen six years ago in the Beagle Canal who were able to
provide us with more information and pointed out some places onshore where no vegetation was
growing. While the vegetation is recovering after the hurricanes had stripped every leaf, the tornadoes embedded in the hurricanes had pulled the trees and vegetation right out of the earth.
In total contrast, the wonderfully clear water, sheltered anchorages and white sand have not
changed. Watching the anchor dig into the sand in 10 metres of water is always a pleasure.
The Virgin Island chain alters from British to US so we headed to Charlotte Amalie, the capital of
USVI. Here the damage was less apparent, possibly due to a greater effort to clean up. Even
so, there was no shortage of wrecked yachts and houses without roofs and damaged buildings.
Most of the marinas are back operating, but at reduced capacity.
At Culebra, a daysail to the west off the Puerto Rico coast there is some obvious damage, but
generally everything is operating as usual. We were a bit surprised to find that the official language in all of Puerto Rico was Spanish in spite of being part of USA. Only a few people spoke
any English at all. The US customs and border patrol completed our paperwork and stamped us

back into the USA with a welcoming smile. They were far more pleasant than many of the Caribbean officials we encountered.
Culebra is much quieter than the busy Virgins further east. The narrow lanes twisting between
the houses give the village a timeless air. A rambling supermarket carries a vast range of goods
while across the street the communal library is stacked with books and offers fast internet in airconditioned comfort.
Even after many months, Karin and I are both affected by the tropical heat, not to mention the
airborne bugs, especially the tiny “noseeums” that leave us scratching and scratchy. Even the
pleasant breeze only reduces the enervating heat a little, so we don’t walk as much as we wish
and jobs requiring energy are put off. The cool of dawn or dusk just brings swarms of biting insects, but swimming in the cool sea is a relief.
A pleasant day sail carried us to the populous island of Puerto Rico with its cities and numerous
marinas. We wanted to have a look around the island so headed to a marina that had been recommended. A dock helper met us and we looked at the vast distance between our berth and the
office …. The marina has about 3000 berths. But a quick call on the radio brought one of the
dozen or so golf-carts that saved us a 15 minute walk in the sun.
Puerto Rico suffered a direct hit from the storms and
some houses in the mountains are still without electric power but it seems the island is getting back to
normal. Some traffic lights are not working, large
signs along the roads and motorways are lying flat
and many large trees have been blown over. There
are quite a few wrecked boats on moorings and in
marinas and some pontoons have yet to be repaired.
San Juan, Puerto Rico
An hour’s drive in a rental took us to the historic city
of San Juan. The forts at the harbour entrance were
built by the Spanish centuries ago. Cobbled lanes, a
confusion of one-way streets and a plethora of bars
and restaurants bring many tourists to the quaint city.
We certainly enjoyed the old historic sites, but the newer areas have little appeal.
Old San Juan
We anchored along the south coast in some of the
places where Columbus anchored and towns have developed over many years. Friendly locals were keen to offer advice in Spanish with the result that we picked up only
the most basic information. We always enjoy laid-back locals more than the bustling tourist areas.
Fire station, Ponce , Puerto Rico
Our deadline to get through the Panama Canal by midMay kept us moving along. Mixed reports about complicated and expensive officialdom in the Dominican Republic
persuaded us that stopping was not worth it. At the west-

ern end of Hispaniola we had good reports of a sheltered anchorage and warm welcome in Haiti
so we anchored close to a couple of other yachts in a lovely sheltered bay at Ile a’ Vache.
Before our anchor was down, we were surrounded
by dug-out canoes. No end of work was on offer at
modest cost but no one asked for hand outs in the
country we understand to be the world’s poorest.
We bought a courtesy flag and some fruit and vegetables. Each new arriving yacht is greeted similarly and then largely left alone after a few days. Fishing and basic agriculture is the only income for
most. Any schooling or education has to be paid for
in full along with all medical needs. A doctor visits
the island once a week to attend to the 40,000 people who live there.
Haiti, old sails recycled
When the breeze arrived just after dawn we watched several fishing boats head out. With no
motor, they use a spar to pole into deeper water then set up the boom which is longer than the
boat before an even longer gaff holds the peak aloft in what is a giant ‘optimist’ rig with a vast
sail area. They welcome old sails from yachts and re-sew them along with old ropes and anything else that yachts can spare.

Haiti , fisherman setting out. ————————————-and underway
Ashore, an elegant resort/hotel charged prices we could not afford. A hundred metres away oxen dragged wooden ploughs through the fields and donkeys provided the principal way goods
are carried along the muddy tracks that form the island’s system of roads.
Mostly the language is French or a local dialect, with a few speaking English. Karin asked one
English speaker in a dugout canoe if there was any tourist transport so we could look around the
island. He offered himself and a friend, who each had a motorcycle, so we arranged a two-hour
trip to the main village.
The dirt track soon became steep as we bounced around on the back, deep ruts and tree roots
made us hold on tightly. Then the rain came down. The tracks turned boggy and the bikes
slipped and slewed until mud jammed the wheels. The rain kept on and we plodded along as the
drivers stopped to clear the mud. Karin managed to stay standing as her bike and rider went
over, I was not so lucky.

Haiti tourist
transport

Isle ‘a’ Vache main
highway

Eventually we arrived at the main village where we climbed
to a high vantage point overlooking the mainland and managed to find a bar for a drink. The village was subsistence living at its most basic. No
sealed roads, just mud and potholes with rickety
shacks each side. We watched a small craft bring
goods to the jetty where bags of rice and flour mixed
with timber and petrol cans were transferred to the
waiting donkeys. The coastal track we returned along
was steeper and wetter and mostly swamp.
Road transport at Main wharf
That evening a 15 metre launch roared into the bay
and unloaded a couple of beach buggies. Next day the
village was buzzing with about 50 motorbikes arriving
from all over the island. The same launch returned to a jetty where the Haitian President and his
entourage stepped ashore. Heboarded his limousine (a beach buggy) and the group set off along
the track on the foreshore, which was lined by villagers. Every motorcycle tested its horn continuously all the way to the local community centre. After some speeches and the return journey, the
scene returned to normal.
When it was time to depart, we left a pile of surplus rope and cordage for the fisherman and a
box of medical needs and drugs for the visiting doctor to use. The people of Haiti we met were
really friendly and welcoming in spite of being incredibly poor. Above all else they want to work or
to sell a few vegetables or fish. It was difficult not to contrast them with countries where the impoverished seem to be focussed on welfare and what governments can provide.
Like most sailing in the Caribbean it was a
pleasant run to Port Antonio in Jamaica, aside
from the failure of the bolt-rope in the luff
(leading edge) of the mainsail. The anchorage
was sheltered and a pleasant breeze helped to
mitigate the temperature. The bustling Jamaican
town was a contrast with Haiti. Customs and immigration soon cleared us, each taking their role
very seriously. The marina offered all sorts of
help, aside from a sailmaker. With Panama six
hundred miles away, repairs to the mainsail
were essential, so we tackled the task ourselves.
Mainsail repairs
With the sail and new bolt-rope stretched tight
along the deck, we set to work sewing the two

together. A thousand stitches forcing the needle through the heavy cloth and rope, several punctured fingers that left bloody stains in the cloth and three days working in the sun saw the sail fit
for use again.
The problem was all caused by our Auckland sailmaker, whom we carefully told to use best quality rope in the luff when he made the sail. Instead he used a cheap product that chaffed through
easily and parted. Hidden beneath a layer of cloth, his sin was an unpleasant surprise when the
bolt-rope failed. His ears must have been burning.
There were plenty of anchorages along the north
Jamaica coast and Montego
Bay Yacht Club was charming, a truly welcoming club
rather than the soulless marinas we find everywhere.
We stocked up with a carload of groceries and food
then headed off on the voyage to Panama to prepare
for our transit back to the
Pacific.
Expecting a pleasant sail with a beam breeze, the 3 metre seas were an unpleasant reminder not
to have expectations. Converging wave patterns and an adverse current between 1 and 2 knots
created boisterous sloppy conditions that slammed us about and slowed our progress. After a
couple of days it settled a bit but we heard similar woeful stories from other arriving yachts.
Tucked into the northern corner of the vast Cristobel Harbour that leads to the canal, Shelter Bay
Marina has been developed from a disused naval base. Several yachts have stayed for years
and the facilities include a swimming pool and air-conditioned lounge. The excellent sailmaker
missed out on our mainsail but did a great job repairing our genoa. A daily free bus takes marina
tenants to a Colon shopping mall and back and the staff organise immigration/customs and contact trusted agents who charge a reasonable price to get yachts sorted and the paperwork all
done for going through the canal.
Until all that is done and the canal fees paid (US$1500), a transit slot cannot be allocated. With
our old friends Dave and Beth Robinson from Colorado joining us as crew, we made sure we
were in time to choose the day we wanted, 11
May for the transit.
RNZYS members in Panama
New Zealand flags are a rarity in most places,
but three other boats in the marina are Kiwis
heading to the Pacific, including one yacht
from our own club. We caught up with them
and found Josh Tucker and his wife Sara,
who for many years worked at the Yacht
Squadron in Auckland. They are on their way
home from Europe in their yacht Rogue with
their three young, effervescent sons. It’s always nice to know there are others at sea doing just
what we do. ==

Renown round North Island
For CANANZ May Newsle er 2018

Bu Geoff Evans 26 May 2018
My wife Jane and I are both school teachers, and the long summer holidays are mostly spent
sailing the northland coast on Renown, a Lidgard 42. This year was different. Our daughter in
London was expecting our first grandchild, and Jane wanted to be there to help. I had time to
consider a more adventurous sail; a sail down to South Island to meet with some friends cruising
in the Marlborough sounds.
My brother Howard, co-owner of Renown and Sydney resident also had the time and the skills,
as well as access to some useful equipment including an Iridium Go. He also owns a sailboat in
Europe, a Hanse 40, currently in Menorca where more of our far-flung family live.
So plans were hatched and preparations made. We borrowed a friend’s life raft, installed an impressive looking AIS system, set up jack lines and got the boat water blasted on the floating dock
and stocked up with stores, water and fuel.
We were undecided which way to round North island and could have gone down either coast.
The west coast option had little shelter and the likelihood of headwinds but is the most direct.
The east coast would be less bumpy, more scenic and with options for shelter, but significantly
longer. We chose to go anticlockwise leaving Bayswater on 11 December on the first leg, an
easy sail north to the Bay of Islands to spend a few days with family. Howard’s mate Igor joined
the crew, over from Sydney. We had until Christmas Eve to get down to Picton, where we had
arranged to meet Howard’s wife Luda and Igor’s wife Lena.
We had been monitoring the weather forecast on MetVUW and Predictwind and in addition con-

tacted President Bob Mcdavitt hoping he would help with the weather. He said because we’re
only going coastal he couldn’t advise and indicated we could expect variable conditions!
The forecast indicated blustery headwinds for the next few days, so before leaving Doves Bay
marina we changed headsails, swapping the #1 for a #4 on the furler and hanked on staysail on
the inner forestay, and dug out the storm trys’l put the slugs on its track and bagged in at the
base of the mast. The cutter rig allows for more flexibility and better heading in a seaway.
It was gentle sailing to North Cape so we cooked up some bulk meals and froze them down
ready for the Tasman. We anchored overnight in Tom Bowling Bay arriving at nightfall, greeted
by a swarm of beetles that blackened all available surfaces, the mains’l, decks, everywhere. We
ended up shaking them out of all sorts of places for the next week. We had anchored close by a
very modern forty foot cruising cat. Early next morning it’s occupants dinghied across for a chat.
They were heading same way and had little sailing experience. We wished them well!
Soon after we set off, gave Cape Reinga a wide berth and headed south into moderate headwinds getting the Fleming wind vane self-steering gear the job on the helm. What a relief, there
was no more chop than we’d expect on the east coast. That night there was no moon, so caution
was high. We decided on 3 hour watches, 3 on and 6 off, revolving round the clock, and found
this worked well.
We had headwinds all the way, And bang on, we had Ahipara abeam on the first night, next night
were abeam and 80 miles offshore from Manukau heads, then on towards Taranaki. We had the
magic profile of Mt Taranaki in view for hours as we approached Cape Jackson and moored up
next to our mates in Double Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound.

We had a very social time over the festive season. There were five of us aboard and enjoyed exploring the outer sounds including Endeavour Inlet, Ship’s Cove, etc. and then back into Picton
for New Year festivities and stocked up there before heading off to the outer Pelorus Sounds and
around D’Urville Island. We came across a sad sight, a recently wrecked Wharram cat, and then
into Croisilles Harbour en route to Nelson to shelter from an approaching storm. The Sydney
crew had arranged to fly home via Wellington from there. The next day but we picked another
crew member, a friend who had just flown in from UK, to help us on the trip back up to Auckland.
Leaving Nelson marina did not go well for us! Pottering out into the main harbour, we were shak-

en by a blast from inside the cabin and billows of smokey steam – all our freezer coolant from an
engine overheat! We shut off the engine drifting to a halt right in the middle of the shipping channel, with little wind and a swiftly increasing flood tide. The mains’l was still stowed under its sail
cover, so unrolled the genoa and ever so slowly edged across harbour towards the boulder bank
and managed to pick up a mooring buoy.
We got into problem solving mode, found that the engine’s raw water impeller had shedded all its fins. As the
motor was only 7 months and we’d learned to treat it with
great respect, including having the appropriate spares.
So we set to find the spare, but searching high and low
couldn’t find it anywhere on board. We spent ages on the
phone to the local chandlers, no luck, and onto the
Yanmar agents, who had closed for the weekend. Bugger. So, we rang the coastguard and our mood lifted. They were so helpful, so obliging. In a couple of
hours we were barge/towed back into the marina, and then Nev the coastguard skipper, who just happened to be a Yanmar trained mechanic came by after lunch with a spare impeller and spent an hour
with us flushing out all the broken pieces of the old impeller, so we were able to get underway.
So we went up to Croisilles for the night. We hadn’t realised until then that the freezer was not working.
We had 10 days’ worth of food rapidly thawing out and set to wondering how we’re going to eat it all! A
Google search established that if the defrosted food doesn’t go higher than +4 degrees (fridge cold) it
was OK to refreeze…handy! So we got advice refrigeration engineers and transited French Pass back
into the outer Pelorus Sounds and eventually into Waikawa marina for repairs.

We were flushed out of Tory Channel on the ebbtide into a moody Cook strait. It was good to be
amongst the seabirds again. From Cape Palliser we had a long motor sail for most of the east
coast under gloomy skies, The sun didn’t emerge until we rounded East Cape three days later.
We really enjoyed the scenery coasting west of Hooks Bay and anchored for the night under
Cape Runaway. Early the next day we sailed west, spent a couple of hours exploring close inshore White Island (we didn’t land) and then onto Tauranga Bridge marina stemming a fierce
ebb tide getting in at nightfall. There we picked up another crew, the son of our UK crew. We
had fast passages from Tauranga north, spent a night in Great Mercury Is, another in Whangaparapara Great Barrier, and the last night away in Shark Bay, Ponui.

FROM BILL MORRIS:
Back in the late70s or early 80s——Two men were sailing oﬀ New Zealand’s Northland coast somewhere near the top
end when they reported by radio to the then mari/me radio at Musick Point Auckland that they had sighted a submarine. They were told to stand by!
A short /me later an answer came back that they must be mistaken as they had been
advised there were no submarines opera/ng in that area. The sailors ques/oned the
answer but were told they must have seen a whale or something. End of conserva/on.
Now move forward to 1992. I was lucky enough to be part of a crew wai/ng in Sydney
harbour to par/cipate in the Hobart race. Moored not far from us was another compe/tor from Melbourne. The skipper of that boat was a Melbourne police Detec/ve.
In the evenings our crews would listen to stories of the criminal goings on in that city.
Upon learning we were Kiwis he said we would be interested in a story he had while
he was a submariner in the Australian Navy, years ago......
"We were on exercises oﬀ Norfolk Is. when at the ﬁnish our captain decided to come
home via New Zealand? (Don't know why), when oﬀ the top of NZ we spo7ed a yacht
through the periscope, seeing we had been clearly spo7ed by the yacht crew we surfaced and gave them a wave. They waved back, happily carrying on and so did we"
That’s when I told him the story about our sailors not being believed; he had a great
laugh about it. No submarine they were told! Ha ha I know someone who was
onboard that non-existent sub.
True story. BILL MORRIS.
========================================================
From Corran JOHN SV L’escale

Brass Through Hulls
9 July 2012

I received this disturbing email today from a regular reader,
We have just replaced all 10 of our below water line, thru hull fittings and
sea cocks (with plastic composition aka ‘Hansen’) on a 6 and a bit year old
yacht!! (Note that the sea cocks seemed to be OK but replaced them anyway) Why?
Because the bloody things are made of brass – 2 broke off during replacement – There was a Euro on Pier 21 hardstand same time as us who was
doing the same.

He was replacing an outlet hose on the marina and the brass fitting broke off
– he had the ‘tide’ rushing in at a rapid rate but fortunately was able to plug
it in time.
This is not an attack on any one make as it appears they (Euro’s including
Scandinavian) are all in on it i.e. using cheap brass as it passes the EU 5
year life span – I kid you not, that is the requirement!!
So why am I raising this – Because unlike the Manufacturers and their NZ
agents who seem to be happy to treat this as a minor irritant, I believe this
needs to be put in headlines due to the absolute guarantee it will sink boats
and potentially cause loss of life.
Prior to having this work done I asked the manufacturer 3questions –
What is the material they are made of?
Do I need to be concerned? Should I replace them?
Official response:‘For more than a decade, we have been installing brass thru hulls
The composition is CuZn40Pb2 (CW617N). defined as follow: Zn40= 38%
zinc, Pb2= 2% of lead, and the rest as copper 58%. Others materials, aluminum, tin, nickel, steel, manganese, silicium, antimony as well as arsenic are
used to a total of 2%.
These thru hulls have been made in Italy for over 40 years for a usage in a
sea water environment. . However it is clear that, like any materials submerged in seawater, brass, over the years, will deteriorate due to chemical
or electrical electrolysis. Of course it is different for each boat depending
upon the waters where the boats are berthed. Electrolysis is happening from
stray current coming from the boat. Electrical system or from shore (docks
as well as others surrounding boats). Electrolysis is also coming from other
materials in the water that create an electrical current that result in corrosion
(batteries, metal structures.)
To our knowledge, corrosion on thru hulls are episodic and in nonsignificant quantities in the one boat per thousand.
We recommend an annual inspection of all thru hulls for a color change
(from yellow to pink) as well as a regular replacement of the anode zincs and
if necessary the addition of more anode .’
Hope this will clarify the situation.
Regular reader’s response: Strange statistics, since this regular reader
knows of 5 yachts with corroded brass throughs. Here’s photo proof.

FROM ROSS DAVENPORT
Regards, fellow members.
Pursuant to the call out for newsle8er material, I bestow upon you the following:
We commi8ee members thought we might regale you with diatribe of the boats we
own Well, sadly, I’m between boats, meaning that I’m either saving for the next one
or wai/ng for it to present itself (about 32’ please).
So I’ll tell you about ‘Savannah’. My ﬁrst keeler aPer a couple of trailer sailers.
This was a piece of work. Needed a full restora/on. So I bought her oﬀ someone’s
front yard in Weymouth, trucked to our (my young wife and family) rented home and
yard and dropped her under the trees. Mistake. Clad her in rags and learned how to
put her back together, which never really happened; I never really knew how expensive or /me consuming this work is, but the work I did was a work of love.
Savannah was/is a 28’ gaﬀ rigged cu8er with a 6’ bowsprit. A classic; the true epic,
having been built in Southampton and sailed out here by a Kiwi over four years. I was
in love; this love s/mula/ng from my teenage days when I was bi8en by the beauty of
boats by building them and bunging them in bo8les, or on mantelpieces (I s/ll have
some).
The day of launching saw me s/ll at work and my ever loving and tolerant wife lead
the day. She was trailered to the marina with an entourage and eased into the /de.
We beginners did not expect the ﬂooding that ensued. Fortunately said wife worked
for a pump company and a follower bolted home to get the electric pump. Savannah
is carvel constructed with caulking, and aPer some years on the hard…well you can
imagine. We slept on the deck that night so we could wake and trigger the pump to
keep her aﬂoat; and some days later the /mbers had taken up…mostly.
So this li8le boat took us around the harbour and the islands. We loved being out on
her; a li8le cramped but s/ll lovely. The seller had said that other boats would pass
nearer so they could take a look, and we did have several photo boats coming nearer.
Yes, I was the proud owner.
On one trip my brother and I took her to the Bay of Islands. We made Tutukaka aPer
dark; and leaving in the morning we were into mist and swell. I successfully bore away
to avoid the reef further north (the name eludes me) and, while Nick helmed the full 6
hours to Cape Bre8 the passage saw me at the end of the bowsprit changing sails in a
pitching sea, one minute 3-4 meters above it, the next legs and waist engulfed. Brilliant; the stuﬀ memories are made of. There she stayed on anchor while I waited for
the next statutory holiday to take my wife and baby daughter out on. And we did. We
must have had a great /me exploring the bays and islands and inlets, because I decided to leave her up there through the coming winter and to visit and or use her when I
could because ﬁnding that elusive gap to bring her back on wasn’t happening.

So up there she stayed, on anchor, under the watchfull eye of one or two island managers.
When next we did get up there as a family, nothing untoward had happened to her, we
had several lovely days in the sun and cruising that magniﬁcent part of the world. It was,
and s/ll is an amazing place to cruise; adding to my love of sailing. So to replenish we
headed for Russell. On rounding Tapeka Point, in barely 2 knots of breeze, in full sun on a
cloudless, perfect day on a dead ﬂat sea and amongst plenty of sea traﬃc and tourist
boats: disaster. While my wife and daughter where s/ll inside, and for no apparent reason, the mast, gaﬀ, boom and rigging slowly and beau/fully laid itself down across the
deck of the yacht and all with a gentle swishing sound. Awed by the beauty of it as well
as being somewhat surprised and deﬂated, astonished (and all the other emo/ons) all I
could do was to throw the /ller away, being prepared to accept whatever happened to
happen next. And in this lovely driP my wife came on board and asked “what was that?”
Several boats came to our rescue, one of them the rapid boat to Cape Percy full of tourists, bless his heart. Another took us under tow to a mooring in Opua, where she was inspected and diagnosed. Dry rot had done its work where the boom and gaﬀ collar rested
around the mast.
From this mooring and some weeks later I had an enquiry about the future of the boat
(there wasn’t one for me) and so she was sold as is. I believe and saw, online, along with
several past owner histories, the restora/on that she truly did have, in Tauranga, by the
new owner, of the famous boa/ng family: Logan. Not having heard of her since, I hope
she is s/ll in commission. She was a love and I’m delighted to have been part of her history.
Ross Davenport.
Living the dream.
======================================================================
FROM TOM MILLER
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
Dr. Tom Miller
BLADDER PROBLEMS
I had been having problems with my mechanical bilge pump that I use to clear water
from the bilge that needs a8en/on every two weeks or so. My eﬀorts to sort out why it
was not working were largely carried out at home with trips back to the boat to check
progress. On one occasion I was taking the pump home on the bus for yet more work.
The pump was wrapped in a towel and I had it on my lap. Not long into the trip home
the fellow si?ng next to me gave me a tap on the shoulder poin/ng to a steady drip
from the area of my crotch and helpfully remarked ” I hope you do not mind me men/oning it mate but you seem to have a bladder problem that might need a8en/on”. The

bladder “problem” was quickly explained and I empted the barrel at the next /me the
bus stopped. Future trips were done with an empty barrel.
THE QUEEN”S CARRIAGE
The Queen was showing the Pope around London in her personal horse drawn carriage.
Out of the blue the horse let of a powerful and oﬀense smelling fart. The Queen, obviously upset , turned to the Pope and said “ I really must apologise for that incident but it
was out of my control”. The Pope replied “I understand your Majesty but say no more. If
you had not men/oned it I would have thought it was the horse”.
BUDGIE BURIAL
Glancing over the fence Joe no/ced his neighbours young daughter busy in the garden
digging what looked like a large hole. “ Good morning Lucy “ he said “I don’t see you in
the garden very oPen . What are you up to”. Lucy replied “ I am burying my lovely budgie, Tweet”. Joe commented that it was a very large hole for such a small bird. Lucy’s response was “ Well it has to be a big hole as Tweet is inside our neighbours cat”.
MEOW
One of our boundaries is a meter high stone wall that runs parallel with the path down
to the local croquet club. Some /me ago I was working in the front garden when one of
the old girls from the Club beckoned me over to the wall. Leaning over the wall she said
Do you know that I have got a ginger pussy. Somewhat taken aback I expressed some
surprise. “ Would you like to see it “ she said. I ,replied some other /me perhaps, but by
now she was bending down and I had the horrible thought that she was going to liP her
dress up. When she did straighten up she was carrying our ginger Tom cat in her arms .
Phew.

